NORTH YORKSHIRE MINUTES
MEETING HELD AT THE NELSON INN SKIPTON RD
11/09/2018 @ 19:30PM
PRESENT:
Andy Ward, Birgitte Harvey, Robert Cope, Wendy & Jon Leete, Caroline &
Roger Wandless
Apologies: Cath & John Stenton
There were no matters arising from the previous meeting
AW Walk secretary reported there were 7 walks at present (now 8) and was
awaiting other walks which may/may not materialise
Two night walks had been mooted but as yet these were not definite
As one was the Yorkshire 3 Peaks concerns expressed at the safety aspect and
RW suggested organising back-up
This would be re-visited at the AGM
Web site (AW) commented on the excellent walk reports that had come in and
hoped this would encourage others to take part on walks
RC said the site was working well with no issues at present. RC was prepared to
make a template for walk leaders to fill in/or send to RC. Just walk number and
mileage.
Kilburn Kanter (RW) confirmed the event was full and had been for some.
As this was the 30th anniversary a memento had been commissioned
All check points were covered both for main event and marshals
Catering was reviewed as new kitchen staff are in place and a simple but
adequate fare was in place
100s (CW) confirmed we were on the Hadrian 100 and sharing a checkpoint
with Nidderdale
The Weekend away: had 11 walkers the taxi and accommodation were in place
and AW said he would book a pub meal
Xmas walk / meal
The meal was booked at the Smiths Arms Beckwithshaw and had 9 people so
far.
The walk would be 8m and was in place.

Treasurers report
RW stated the accounts were in a healthy position
The lock-up for equipment etc and cost would now be shared with the
Irregulars
Next meeting would be the AGM this would be at a later date of 3 March and
held at the Nelson Inn
A 6.5m walk from 10am followed by lunch at 1pm and the AGM at
approximately 2pm
The meeting closed at 9:30pm

